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ABSTRACT 
This report presents an analysis of laminar regions of shock wave - 
boundary layer interaction in highly cooled supersonic and hypersonic flows. 
In this analysis the integral forms of the boundary layer equations are used 
to describe the development of the viscous layer and its interaction with 
the outer inviscid flow. The boundary layer equations governing conserva- 
tion of mass, momentum, moment of momentum, and energy are solved 
simultaneously by numerical integration to yield a continuous solution over 
the entire interaction. The parameters required to define the properties of 
a specific interaction are the wall-to-stagnation temperature ratio, the 
Mach number of the free stream, the free-stream Reynolds number based 
on the length of the flat plate or the distance to shock impingement, and the 
Mach number downstream of the interaction (as defined by inviscid flow 
considerations). This method enables the detailed distribution of pressure, 
skin friction, and heat transfer to the walls bounding- the interaction to be 
calculated. Further, the method describes the form and detailed develop- 
ment of the velocity and enthalpy profiles throughout the interaction region. 
The theory has been applied to calculate both wedge- and shock- 
induced interactions for comparison with previously published experi- 
mental data for a Mach 6 airflow over an adiabatic wall and a Mach 10 . 
airflow over a highly cooled wall. The theory is in good agreement with 
experimental surface pressure and heat transfer distributions through 
shock-induced separated regions over a highly cooled wall in a Mach 10 
V 
airflow obtained by Holden. For the limiting case of an adiabatic wall, the 
present solutions for the Mach 6 flow are in excellent agreement with a 
theory proposed earlier by Lees and Reeves, and with the experimental 
pressure data of Sterret and Emery. 
A study has been made, using this theory, of the way in which the 
properties of an interaction change when the strength of the adverse 
pressure gradient inducing the interaction is varied. The theory has also 
been applied to calculate the incipient separation conditions for a laminar 
boundary layer. 
Vi 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The interaction between the growth of a boundary layer and the 
local inviscid stream may significantly modify the performance of com- 
pression surfaces such as flaps, flared junctions and intakes on hyper- 
sonic re-entry vehicles designed on the basis of inviscid flow calculations. 
In supersonic and hypersonic flows, laminar regions of shock wave - 
boundary layer interaction of significant proportions can be created by 
relatively small adverse pressure gradients. The strength of such inter- 
action is often sufficient to cause boundary-layer separation, thus creating 
a region of shock-induced separated flow which markedly distorts the dis- 
tribution of pressure, skin friction, and heat transfer on the compression 
surface. The occurrence of laminar attached and separated viscous 
regions in hypersonic flows over a large range of Reynolds numbers makes 
the analysis of these regions of considerable practical importance. 
This paper presents a theoretical analysis of laminar shock wave - 
boundary layer interaction in highly cooled hypersonic flows. The type of 
flows studied are those which have been induced by the “free” interaction 
between a viscous layer and an outer inviscid hypersonic flow. Two general 
situations are considered in which such flows are generated. The first 
situation is the flow over a body-flap junction, termed wedge -induced inter - 
action, where the adverse pressure gradient propagating upstream through 
the subsonic portion of the boundary layer causes boundary layer thickening 
and interaction with the outer inviscid flow. The second situation, termed 
shock-induced interaction, is caused by an oblique shock impinging on a 
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boundary layer. The present analysis encompasses both attached and sep- 
arated flows produced in these situations. 
Despite the relative simplicity of the laminar flow model, the com- 
plexity of the flow mechanism in such separated regions makes any rational 
analysis a formidable task. The problem is one of adequately describing 
the development of the flow in the attached and separated viscous layers, 
including the interaction between the viscous region and the external inviscid 
stream. 
In the present analysis, the integral forms of the laminar boundary- 
layer equations are used to describe the development of the viscous layer 
and its interaction with the outer inviscid stream. The velocity and en- 
thalpy profiles in the highly cooled attached and separated regions are 
represented by the upper and lower branch solutions, respectively, of the 
compressible flow analog to the Falkner-Skan equations. The boundary- 
layer equations governing conservation of mass, momentum, moment of 
momentum, and energy are used to describe the viscous flow. Expressing 
the basic partial differential equations in their integral form reduces the 
problem to the solution of four ordinary, nonlinear differential equations. 
These equations are solved simultaneously by numerical integration on a 
digital computer to yield a continuous solution over the entire interaction 
region. The input parameters required to define the properties of a speci- 
fic interaction are the wall-to-stagnation temperature ratio, the Mach 
number of the free stream, the free-stream Reynolds number based on 
distance to hinge line or shock impingement, and the Mach number down- 
stream of the interaction (as defined by inviscid flow considerations). 
The analysis describes both wedge- and shock-induced interactions. This 
method enables the distribution of pressure, skin friction, and heat 
transfer to the walls bounding the interaction to be calculated. Further, 
the method describes the form and detailed development of the velocity and 
enthalpy profiles throughout the interaction region. 
The present theory has been applied to calculate both wedge- and 
shock-induced interactions for comparison with previously published exper- 
imental data for both adiabatic wall and highly cooled wall cases. For the 
limiting case of shock-induced separated flows over an adiabatic wall, the 
energy equation is redundant since it is automatically satisfied throughout 
the interaction. Thus, the adiabatic wall problem is simplified to the solu- 
tion of the continuity, momentum, and moment of momentum equations. 
The present solutions for an adiabatic wall are compared with the Lees- 
Reeves analysis as well as with experimental pressure data for a Mach 6 
airflow. 
For the highly cooled wall case, the present theory has been com- 
pared with experimental measurements of surface pressure and heat 
transfer for shock-induced separated regions in Mach 10 airflow. The 
theoretical predictions are in excellent overall agreement with the 
measurements. 
The variation in size, shape, and properties of an interaction 
region as the strength of the adverse pressure gradient is varied is of 
considerable importance. A series of calculations was therefore made 
using the present method to study the change in pressure, heat transfer, 
and skin friction distributions as the strength of the interaction was varied. 
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The final application of the present theory has been to study condi- 
tions under which a flow will just separate, i. e., the case of incipient 
separation. Criteria for determining incipient separation in previous ex- 
perimental studies have been based on changes in the form of the skin 
friction, pressure, and heat transfer distributions as the strength of the 
interaction was increased. These criteria, previously based only on ex- 
periment, are strongly supported by the present study. 
In the next section of this report,the qualitative features of the flow 
in regions of shock wave - boundary layer interaction are discussed. 
Theoretical models which have been derived previously to describe these 
flows are then briefly reviewed. The formulation of the basic equations 
used in the present analysis and the method by which these equations are 
solved are described in Section 3. Section 4 contains the application of the 
analysis to regions of shock wave - boundary layer interaction over an 
adiabatic wall and with wall heat transfer. 
2. BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM 
2.1 Qualitative Features of the Flow 
Before discussing previous analyses, it is appropriate to review 
briefly certain basic qualitative features of both shock-induced and wedge- 
induced interactions. 
A schlieren photograph and schematic diagram of shock-induced 
separation, i. e. , separated flow induced by an oblique shock impinging on 
a laminar boundary layer, is shown in Fig. 1. The externally generated 
shock causes a pressure rise which is fed upstream through the subsonic 
portion of the boundary layer. This causes the boundary layer upstream 
of the point of shock impingement to thicken under the adverse pressure 
gradient, finally separating when the skin friction at the surface is reduced 
to zero. The interaction between the viscous and inviscid flows in the sep- 
aration region causes a series of compression waves which coalesce to 
form the separation shock. The externally generated shock is reflected 
from the separated viscous layer as an expansion fan because the imbedded 
subsonic separated region cannot sustain a sudden pressure rise. The net 
pressure rise through the incident shock and expansion fan is small. The 
incident shock and expansion fan cause the outer inviscid flow adjacent to 
the separated layer to turn back towards the flat plate. A compression fan 
is formed as the flow turns parallel to the flat plate which coalesces to 
form the reattachment shock. The boundary layer reattaches to the plate 
and continues to thin until the neck region of the interaction is reached,at 
which point the viscous layer has a local minimum. Downstream of the 
neck,the viscous layer grows in the adverse pressure gradient until the 
pressure at the end of the interaction reaches a value equivalent to a com- 
pression of the free stream through twice the angle of the shock generator. 
Wedge-induced separated regions are similar in many ways to 
those generated by an external oblique shock., A schlieren photograph and 
a schematic diagram of the separated flow over a flat-plate wedge model 
are shown in Fig. 2. The pressure disturbance caused by the wedge is fed 
upstream through the subsonic portion of the boundary layer causing it to 
thicken, thus producing a decrease in the momentum of fluid adjacent to 
the flat plate. The flow separates ahead of the wedge with the formation of 
a separation shock. Experiment has shown that the shock wave - boundary 
layer interaction in this region is very similar to the phenomena observed 
in the externally generated shock-induced flow. Following the strong inter- 
action in the separation region is a region of approximately constant pres- 
sure, the plateau presstire, which corresponds to a similar region close 
to shock impingement in the externally generated shock-induced flow. As 
the free shear layer approaches the reattachment point it begins to turn 
parallel to the wedge causing a strong interaction between the viscous and 
inviscid flows. The compression fan produced in this region coalesces to 
form the reattachment shock. Downstream of reattachment, the boundary 
layer reaches a local minimum in the neck region after which it slowly re- 
verts to a self-similar growth well downstream of the interaction. From 
isentropic inviscid flow considerations,it is easily shown that the total 
pressure rise across an interaction induced by a shock generator angle, OG , 
is equal in magnitude to the pressure rise across an interaction on a flat- 
plate wedge configuration with a wedge angle, 2 d . For ‘these geo- 
metrically equivalent models, experiment has shown that both pressure 
and heat transfer distributions are very similar. The model proposed here 
can be used to analyze either of the types of shock-induced separated 
regions discussed previously. 
2.2 Previous Analyses 
The previous theoretical studies of separated regions induced by 
shock wave - boundary layer interaction are based on boundary layer equa- 
tions. Techniques which had been used to analyze unseparated boundary 
layer development were tentatively extended in attempts to analyze sepa- 
rated regions. Because of the complexity of the problem, almost all the 
approaches have treated the problem using momentum integral methods. 
. 
The Karman-Pohlhausen’ momentum integral method has been used 
by a number of authors 2, 3 to analyze regions of shock-induced separated 
flow. The basic assumption used in the Karman-Pohlhausen method, 
namely, that the velocity profiles are uniquely determined by the local pres- 
sure gradient parameter k(X) results in a Blasius-type pro- 
file in the constant pressure separated region between the separation and 
reattachment points. In contrast. experiment has shown that the flow in 
the region between separation and reattachment must be characterized by 
velocity profiles which exhibit reverse flow, and the interaction between 
the external flow and the viscous separated region must result in the char- 
acteristic plateau pressure found in the experimental studies. 
As a consequence of the failure of the preceding techniques, sub- 
sequent methods have utilized characteristic parameters which are not re- 
lated directly to the local static pressure distribution. The Crocco-Lees4 
method was the first of such analyses. Rather than directly satisfy the 
momentum equation at the wall, the authors introduced a conservation 
equation relating the entrainment of mass from the external inviscid flow 
into the boundary layer to a mixing rate parameter. Crocco5, and also 
Bray, Gadd, and Woodger3 have used this method to study the properties 
of shock-induced separated flows, employing the lower branch solutions of 
the Falkner-Skan equations to specify the mixing rate function. Although 
the solutions obtained from these analyses were in general agreement with 
7 
experimental results, certain anomalies exist, the most obvious a local 
decrease in the static pressure just upstream of the reattachment compres- 
sion rise. This dip in the pressure distribution is indicative of an expan- 
sion process upstream of shock impingement, a feature not observed in 
experimental studies. 
This discrepancy between theory and experiment was further ex- 
amined by Glick6. He found that if the mixing rate parameter were speci- 
fied from experiment rather than from the Falkner-Skan solutions, the re- 
sulting theoretical pressure distributions were in very good agreement 
with experiment. Since the mixing rate parameter was determined from 
a limited amount of experimental data in flows over an adiabatic wall, 
there is no means of determining ‘Ia priori” whether the ‘analysis is valid 
at different Reynolds number, Mach number, or wall cooling conditions. 
To formulate a solution which eliminates the semi-empirical 
features of Glick’s form of the Crocco-Lees technique requires additional 
basic equations. In this way the momentum equation at the wall, 
need not be utilized, and the velocity and enthalpy profiles in the interaction 
region can be related to independent parameters which are not associated 
directly with the static pressure distribution. An analysis based on this 
concept was introduced by Tani 
7 who formulated the first moment of momen- 
tum (or kinetic energy) equation. Tani used a quartic representation to 
describe the velocity profiles of an adiabatic flow in an adverse pressure 
gradient. The nondimensionalized velocity gradient at the wall was chosen 
as a parameter. Solutions based on Tani’s method have been found to be 
in very good agreement with more accurate methods based on direct 
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solutions to the partial differential equations of the boundary layer. Poots8 
improved and extended Tani’s method to analyze the development of a com- 
pressible laminar boundary layer in a prescribed adverse pressure gra- 
dient over highly cooled walls. By introducing the energy equation,in 
addition to the momentum and moment of momentum equations used by 
Tani, Poots was able to specify an enthalpy profile through the boundary 
layer. The enthalpy gradient at the wall was chosen to specify a particular 
quartic profile. Simultaneous solutions to these equations were compared 
with power series solutions of the corresponding partial differential equa- 
tions and were found to be in excellent agreement for the case of linearly 
retarded, highly cooled flow. 
Abbott, Holt, and Nielson’ studied shock-induced separated regions 
by using the analytical technique developed by Poots. They also used 
quartic profiles to represent the distribution of velocity in the attached and 
separated regions of the flow. For adiabatic flows, the theory was in good 
agreement with experimental measurements of the static pressure up to the 
separation point. Downstream of separation the theory did not predict the 
characteristic plateau found in their experiments. In highly cooled flow, 
the disagreement was more startling since their theory predicted heat 
transfer from the walls to the flow in the separated region. 
Both Savage’ and Lees and Reeves 10 associated the failure of the 
method proposed by Abbott, et al, with the assumption of quartic profiles 
to represent the velocity distribution-in an adiabatic separated region. 
They suggest that the velocity in the separated and attached region would 
be better represented by a family of solutions based on the compressible 
9 
flow analog of the Falkner-Skan equations, or by velocity profiles based on 
two parameters. The first of these alternatives is used in the latest 
analysis developed by Lees and Reeves 10 . They utilize the Crocco-Lees 
form of the continuity equation, the momentum and moment of momentum 
equations to describe the development of the viscous flow and its interaction 
with the outer inviscid stream. For attached flows, the velocity and 
enthalpy profiles are assumed to be a unique function of the nondimensional 
velocity gradient parameter evaluated at the wall. The profiles are as- 
sumed to be independent of the pressure gradient parameter with which 
they are associated in the Cohen and Reshotko 
11 
solutions. Lees and 
Reeves found very good agreement between their theoretical calculations 
and experimental measurements for shock-induced separated regions over 
an adiabatic wall in Mach 2. 67 and 6 airflows. 
Lees and Reeves also reintroduced the concept of supercritical 
boundary layers originally postulated by Crocco5. They found that the lam- 
inar boundary layer over a highly cooled wall in hypersonic flow was super- 
critical in the absence of a pressure gradient. Thus, this boundary layer 
should thin if an adverse pressure gradient were imposed. Sue h behavior 
is in direct contrast to high-speed flow over an adiabatic wall where the 
boundary layer is subcritical 
IO 
and thus is thickened by an adverse pres- 
sure gradient. The result implies that for the flow to separate in a highly 
cooled laminar boundary layer in hypersonic flow, there must be a sudden 
transition or jump from the supercritical to the subcritical boundary layer 
condition ahead of the separated region. Experimental measurements re- 
ported by Holden 12 for shock-induced, highly cooled separated regions in 
10 
a Mach IO airflow were for conditions in which the laminar boundary layers 
in the absence of a pressure gradient were supercritical in the Lees and 
Reeves formulation. These measurements indicated that the adverse pres- 
sure gradient in the separation region was propagated approximately five 
boundary thicknesses upstream of the separation causing the boundary 
layer to thicken gradually over this region. Clearly, this represents a 
discrepancy between theory and experiment. 
In the initial stage of the present study this apparent discrepancy 
was investigated by examining the Lees and Reeves equations governing 
the definition of subcritical and supercritical flows. Calculations were 
made with the edge of the boundary layer defined by f ’ = 0. 95, 0.99, and 
0. 995 to determine the integral properties upon which the above equations 
depend. It was found that these integral properties were inaccurately repre- 
sented. Further calculations using more accurate integral properties in- 
dicated that laminar boundary layers in the absence of a pressure gra- 
dient are always subcritical regardless of the magnitude of the wall cooling. 
The Lees and Reeves formulation, together with the new integral 
properties, were then used to calculate the distribution of pressure and 
heat transfer for comparison with the experimental results in hypersonic 
highly cooled flows described by Holden 12 . Although the integration pro- 
ceeded smoothly from the beginning of the interaction through the separa- 
tion point, the theoretical results were not in agreement with the 
experimental measurements. The most obvious difference between theory 
and experiment occurred in the separation region where the experimental 
measurements showed that the heat transfer decreased below the flat plate 
11 
value, whereas the theory predicted an increase in heat transfer in this 
region. 
This discrepancy between theory and experiment can be attributed 
to the fact that in high Mach number flows over highly cooled walls the 
energy which is dissipated in and convected across the viscous shear layer 
significantly influences the development and structure of both the attached 
and separated shear layer. Thus, it is important that the energy equation 
be satisfied in this region. 
3. PRESENT ANALYSIS 
3. 1 Formulation of the Integral Equations 
Because of the complex nature of the model necessary to adequately 
describe the flow in the separated and unseparated shear layer, the equa- 
tions of conservation of mass, momentum, moment of momentum, and 
energy must be satisfied throughout the interaction. We invoke the usual 
boundary layer approximation that the pressure gradients normal to the 
surface are negligible compared to streamwise gradients. Although this 
assumption is justifiable in the separated region and well upstream and 
downstream of separation and reattachment, respectively, the flow curva- 
ture in the vicinity of the separation and reattachment point of shock-induced 
separated flows may cause considerable transverse pressure gradients. 
The validity of the assumption of a relatively small pressure gradient must 
ultimately be determined by comparison with experiment. 
12 
The growth of the shear layer in the region under study is governed 
by the interaction between the external inviscid flow and the viscous layer. 
By considering the mass entrained from the inviscid stream into the viscous 
shear layer, Crocco and Lees4 obtained the conservation equation 
(3.1) 
where 8 is the local inclination of the streamline at the edge of the boundary 
layer and &e and U, are vertical and horizontal components of velocity, 
respectively, at a given longitudinal location. Transformation of Eq. (3. 1) 
into the incompressible plane by applying the Stewartson-Illingworth trans- 
formation and assuming an isentropic compression process gives 
which, upon simplification, becomes 
% (3.2) 
where 
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where 
I(= 
s 
“F$ dy 
0 w e 
In the present model it is assumed that the interaction between the 
viscous and inviscid flow causes a series of isentropic compression and 
expansion waves. Thus, the angle 8 of the streamline at the outer edge 
of the viscous layer is related to the local inviscid flow Mach number, Me , 
by the Prandtl-Meyer relationship 
where 
and 3,,, is evaluated at a reference condition where 6 = 0. 
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Therefore, 
Using the usual boundary layer equations 
Continuity 
Momentum 
Energy 
together with Stewartson-Illingworth transformation 
and 
where ,.X/F- = x(t/f,) and (as in Ref. 
we obtain the analogs of the incompressible form of the boundary layer 
equations 
au 
ax 
+ av - =o 
aY (3.7) 
(3. 8) 
“= dS 00 2s 3 ax +vz = 2 pr ay (3.9) 
These equations are reduced to a system of first order, nonlinear, 
ordinary differential equations by integrating each equation, term by term, 
across the thickness of the boundary layer. Thus, we genera,te the 
integral forms of the boundary layer equations. 
Integrating Eq. (3. 8) across the boundary layer and using Eq. (3. 7), 
we obtain 
the integral form of the momentum equation. 
Integrating Eq. (3.9) across the boundary layer and using Eq. (3. 7), 
we obtain the integral form of the energy equation 
Multiplying the momentum Eq. (3. 8) by U and integrating across 
the boundary layer, we obtain the kinetic energy or moment of momentum 
where 
Rewriting these equations into a form similar to the continuity) 
Eq. (3. 2), gives 
16 
the momentum, kinetic energy, 
where 
d’;r - - A 
dx - a,M&)’ Q ’ (3. 15) 
and energy equations, respectively, 
0” 
J=+; 
Equations (3. 2), (3. 13), (3. 14), (3. 15) are four simultaneous, nonlinear, 
ordinary differential equations which are functions of the displacement 
* 
thickness, 6 
i 
, the Mach number, Me , just outside the boundary layer, 
and the velocity and enthalpy profiles. 
Solving these equations simultaneously, we obtain 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3. 18) 
17 
(3. 19) 
18 
+hH+/+$,t) -F J-H d// c I[ dJ 1 
The integral parameters, H, J, T, t, etc., are functions of 
the velocity and enthalpy profiles. Therefore, before we can evaluate 
these parameters, we must first select a system of velocity and enthalpy 
profiles to represent the form and development of the flows in attached 
and separated shock-induced regions. Further these profiles must be 
related to parameters of intrinsic importance to the problem. 
3. 2 The Velocity and Enthalpy Profiles 
The integral equations can be solved only if the velocity and 
enthalpy profiles can be prescribed. In the conventional application of 
the momentum integral technique, the distribution of velocity and 
temperature are represented by polynomials. The quartic representation 
introduced by Tani 7 is one form which has been used successfully 
in a number of analyses 7, 8 to describe the development of an 
attached layer in an adverse pressure gradient. As described in Sec. 2.2, 
Abbott, Holt, and Nielson9 attempted to use this representation to 
describe the boundary layer development in an adverse pressure gradient 
induced by shock wave - boundary layer interaction in an adiabatic flow. 
Although their solutions were in good agreement with experimental 
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measurements up to the separation point, the calculations predicted a 
peak pressure in the separated region just upstream of the reattachment 
compression process which was inconsistent with the results of experi- 
mental studies, including their own. Lees and Reeves showed later that 
this anomalous pressure distribution in the separated region was an 
inherent feature of the single parameter quartic representation. Measure- 
ments by Hakkinen et al 13 of the distribution of velocity in a shock-induced 
separated region showed that when the boundary layer separates from the 
surface, the shape of the velocity profile above the zero velocity stream- 
line is preserved as the shear layer grows. However, the velocity 
profile in the reverse flow region develops in a nonsimilar manner, with 
the maximum velocity in this region first increasing and then decreasing 
a.6 the velocity distribution changes in form. A velocity distribution 
based on a single parameter polynomial profile cannot be expected to 
represent the complex development of this viscous layer. A more accurate 
representation of the distribution of velocity in the separated region-could 
be achieved by introducing polynomial profiles dependent on two or more 
parameters, or by representing the velocity above and below the zero 
velocity streamline by a different family of profiles. In either case, we 
require a further moment of momentum equation to specify the second 
parameter, thereby introducing further complexity into an already complex 
situation. 
Lees and Reeves 10 found that the lower branch solutions to the 
Falkner-Skan equations gave velocity profiles with reverse flow which 
exhibited approximately the same form as those found in experiment. By 
relating the velocity profiles to the nondimensionalized velocity gradient 
at the surface rather than to the pressure gradient with which they ar.e 
associated in the Falkner-Skan solutions, they found that the qualitative 
development of the profiles In the separated region was in agreement with 
experiment. By linking the velocity and the enthalpy profiles through the 
solution to the Falkner-Skan equations, they were able to obtain a single- 
parameter family of profiles to represent the flow in attached and 
separated regions. 
The Falkner-Skan solutions which represent the incompressible 
boundary layer development over a wedge were generalized by Cohen and 
Reshotko” to,describe these boundary layers in compressible flow. By 
defining the variation of velocity in the external flow field by U, = cx 1 
and choosing similarity parameters 
the boundary layer equations reduce the ordinary differential equations 
(3.20) 
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(3.21) 
where Pr = 1, /=[21*/nr+I] ad f’=$- =$- . 
c c 
A series of numerical solutions to these equations were obtained by 
Cohen and Reshotko 
11 
for a number of wall-to-free stream temperature 
ratios and a series of values of the pressure gradient parameter p . Two 
physically meaningful classes of solutions are found to exist for the flow 
profiles in an adverse pressure gradient with (dU/dY),1. 0. The lower 
branch solutions are typical of separated flow profiles with a region of 
reverse flow adjacent to the wall, and thus are characterized by 
Here, we use the Cohen and Reshotko solutions to the Falkner-Skan 
equations to describe the distribution of velocity and enthalpy in the 
attached and separated viscous regions of the shock wave-boundary layer 
inte rat tion. We decouple the velocity profiles from the pressure gradient 
parameters with which they are associated in Cohen and Reshotko’s solutions 
I 
and relate them to the parameter a (X) which is defined as r 
au/u 
I 4 
a,,,. 
i w 
for attached flow and V*/ S;* 
* 
for separated flow, where y is the dis- 
tance between the wall and the point of zero velocity in the shear layer. We 
further decouple the enthalpy profiles from the pressure gradient parameters 
and the velocity profiles and relate them to the parameter b(X) which is 
-a s defined as - - , [3 aY s, the enthalpy gradient at the wall in both attached and W 
separated flows. By specifying both 1 (X) and b(X), we define a unique 
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pair of velocity and enthalpy profiles and also the integral properties 
associated with these profiles. 
3.3 The Integral Parameters 
Now that the forms of the velocity and enthalpy profiles have been 
selected and can be prescribed in terms of two independent variables, a 
and b, the integral parameters, H, J, K . . . . can be evaluated. The se 
parameters, which were calculated from the Cohen and Reshotko solution 
11 , 
were fitted in terms of a power law series in a and b by the method of least 
mean squares. The functions G, H, J, Z, P, R, which are velocity 
dependent, were fitted as a power series in a and are of the form 
H = c,+c,a”+ c,a’+ - - - - c-an 
These coefficients are listed in Table I. 
The functions T, t, and Q are functions of both u and b. We write 
= -%- 
The function I which is expressed as polynomials in b is also 
shown in Table I. We have expressed K, a function of both a and b, in 
the form 
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K 
a=C 
= co,r+c,,b t cZr b” +csrb3 
where r goes from zero to 1.60 in intervals of 0. 1. The value of K is 
obtained by single interpolation between the curves of constant p . The 
partial derivative of K with respect to b is written in the form 
arc 
db I 
sclrt 2c2,b + 9t3)’ 
err 
The value of this again is obtained by double interpolation between 
curves of constant a . To determine the partial derivatives of K with 
respect to a , Table II is used and 
au - is determined using a s.imilar aa 
double interpolation technique from the form 
aK 
I 
= 
aa bst- 
+ f Zd,, a + 3d,, a = 
Rewriting Eqs. (3. 2), (3. 13), (3. 14), and (3. 15), we have 
where 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
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Also 
Equations (3. 21), (3.22), (3. 23), (3. 24) are the differential equations 
which are solved simultaneously to yield the variation of the basic 
parameters a , b, Me, and 8,. 
3.4 Technique for Solving .the Integral Equations 
To obtain detailed distributions of the properties throughout the 
separated region, it is necessary to integrate the four nonlinear, simultane- 
ous, ordinary differential Eqs. (3.21), (3. 22), (3.23) and (3.24). A solution 
to these equations can be found by prescribing the free stream Mach number 
upstream and downstream of the interaction and free stream Reynolds 
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number based on the distance from the leading edge to the beginning of the 
interaction. We integrate these equations using the Adams-Moulton 
predictor-corrector method with the Runge-Kutta method for starting the 
calculation. 
The integration of the equations is divided into a number of distinct 
phases. These cover theregions (a) from the beginning of the interaction 
to the separation, (b) f rom separation to the point of maximum displace- 
ment thickness, (c) from a maximum displacement thickness to reattach- 
ment, and (d) from reattachment to downstream of the interaction passing 
through the neck region. 
(4 Integration from the beginning of the interaction to the separation 
point 
In the high Mach number-low density regime, there is an inter- 
action between the growth of the boundary layer and the outer inviscid flow-- 
the boundary layer displacement effect --upstream of the main interaction 
unde r study. This secondary interaction causes the local inviscid flow 
Mach number ahead of the interaction to be slightly less than the Mach 
number of the free stream. The profiles of velocity and enthalpy will also 
differ slightly from the constant pressure Blasius profiles. Because we 
assume that the boundary layer profiles upstream of the main interaction 
are self similar, the derivatives of Me, ct and b with respect to SL 
I 
must tend to zero at the beginning of the interaction, thus Ml and M2 (see 
pp. 17 and 18) go to zero as a -a (Blasius). Expressing Ml and M2 
in terms of S 
I 
t’ as given by Lees and Reeves, it is easily shown that if 
M1 and M2 go to zero, then R*#, = f:J; 
and hence, 
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and 
The values of cc and b at the beginning of the interaction were determined 
by iteration such that Ml = M2 = M3 = M4 = 0 and C # 0. 
The integration scheme was initiated with the values of & , b, and 
MO 
SL” 
obtained in the manner explained above at the point 8a = 7 = I 
c > %, 
. 
Equations (3.21), (3.22), (3.23), and (3.24) were integrated downstream 
with X as the independent variable, using the integral parameters deter- 
mined from the unseparated profiles, until the separation point was 
reached at which point a = 0. 
b) Integration from separation to the point of maximum displacement 
thickness 
The integration scheme is re-initiated at it = 0 with the values 
obtained for a,iP , bSLp and Q,,, together with the integral parameters 
determined from the separated velocity and enthalpy profiles. Integration 
proceeds with increasing 6, until a reaches an initially prescribed value 
a stop’ This value of u is related directly to the size of the separated 
region and the total pressure rise across the interaction. This initial value 
for U stop is a trial value. By successive iterations on this parameter, we 
are able to match the condition prescribed from inviscid flow relations down- 
stream of the interaction. 
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(cl Integration from maximum displacement thickness to the 
reattachment point 
The Mach number is continuous across the point of maximum 
boundary layer displacement thickness. The integration is re-initiated at 
this point, using the final values for u , b , rJR , and Me obtained in the 
preceding phase. The expression for 
8 
is rewritten in terms of the down- 
stream conditions 
The integration is continued with decreasing 8, until the reattachment 
point is reached where CL is again zero. 
(4 Integration from the reattachment point to downstream of the inter- 
action 
Downstream of reattachment, the integration scheme uses the 
attached profile characteristics. As the integration proceeds, 8 
R 
and M, 
decrease, u and b increase towards a local minimum in the boundary 
layer thickne s s --the neck region of the flow. At this point M3 is zero. 
Downstream of the neck, a, b, and sR increase and the Mach number 
decreases with increasing X. The integration is terminated when Ml, M2 
and M4’ 0 as a - cz (Blasius); at this point the value of the Mach 
number is compared with the reference value of the Mach number deter- 
mined from inviscid flow considerations over the configuration studied; the 
solution is iterated by changing Q 
Step 
until an identity is obtained. 
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4. APPLICATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS 
Here, we consider the application of the analysis to study shock- 
induced flow over an adiabatic wall and the-general problem of shock wave - 
boundary layer interaction with wall heat transfer. 
4.1 Shock Wave-Boundary Layer Interaction Over an Adiabatic Wall 
For the limiting case of shock-induced separated flow over an 
adiabatic wall, the equations governing the development of the interaction 
region reduce to their simplest form. In an adiabatic flow, the energy 
equation is satisfied identically throughout the flow. Thus, S, SW, and b 
are zero in the interaction region. The method reduces to the solution of 
the continuity, momentum, and moment of momentum integral equations. 
Putting SW = 0 in the expressions for the derivatives of Me , a,, b, 
and a with respect to X, we obtain 
Qw =I N 
dx D 
da NL dH -’ P =- P 
dX D c I da 
dc$ N3 =- 
dX D 
(4. 1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
where 
- 
M, = N, = 
M3 = N, =(P+@cF&r 
c = D= 
These relationships are similar to those proposed by Lees and 
Reeves for analyzing shock-induced separated flow over an adiabatic wall. 
Because we intend to analyze both attached and separated interaction regions, 
we specify the Reynolds number at the beginning of the interaction rather 
than use the Mach number at separation as an input quantity. Thus, the 
integration scheme described in Sec. 3.4 differs from that proposed by 
Lees and Reeves. 
As a check on the integration technique, a comparison was made 
with the calculations of Lees and Reeves for shock-induced separated flow 
on an adiabatic wall. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the variation of 
8, ) a 9 and Me with Reynolds number based on distance from the 
leading edge obtained from the two solutions. The results are in very good 
agreement. The slight difference between the solutions probably results 
from a slight difference in the Rx0 used. Pressure, s;*/ 8; and skin 
friction distributions obtained from these solutions and presented in Figure 
4 indicate that the quantities derived from the basic variables are somewhat 
less sensitive to the accuracy of the calculation than the basic variables 
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themselves. 
Calculations based on the solutions of Eqs. (4. I), (4. 2), and (4. 3) 
have been shown 10 to be in good agreement with experimental pressure 
measurements 13, 14 over an adiabatic wall. 
4.2 Shock Wave Boundarv Laver Interaction with Wall Heat Transfer 
4.2. 1 General Nature of the Present Solution and Comparison with - 
Exoeriment 
The present general solution of the shock wave-boundary layer inter- 
action for a highly cooled wall satisfies simultaneously the integral forms of 
the continuity, momentum, moment of momentum, and energy equations 
throughout the interaction. From such a solution,the displacement thick- 
* 
ness 6; , the local inviscid flow Mach number Me, and a and b, the 
parameters which characterize the velocity and enthalpy profiles, are 
obtained. 
A typical variation of these parameters in the interaction region in 
highly cooled hypersonic airflow is shown in Figure 5. As the attached 
boundary thickens under the presence of the negative Mach number gradient, 
the skin friction at the wall, of which & is a measure, decreases and the 
enthalpy gradient b, a measure of the heat transfer, also decreases. In 
this formulation of the boundary layer equations, laminar boundary layers, 
in the absence of a pressure gradient, are subcritical regardless of the 
degree of wall cooling. The boundary layer separates when 0. = 0; a is 
redefined in the separated region ( a = y*/ 8: *) and, in consequence, 
describes the path of the zero velocity streamline in this region. As the 
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boundary layer separates, Me and b continue to decrease until at the point 
of shock impingement b reaches a minimum, and the Mach number gradient 
is small (reflecting a region of approximately constant pressure--the 
plateau pressure). At reattachment, a is again zero and b returns to 
approximately the value which it held at the separation point. The Mach 
number gradient, which reaches a maximum at the reattachment point, 
reflects the strong interaction in the reattachment region. At the end of 
the interaction, the profile parameters Q and b approach those corres- 
ponding to the constant pressure attached profile (the Blasius profiles) and 
the Mach number asymptotes to the value derived from inviscid flow 
calculations. 
Once a solution has been obtained in terms of the basic parameters 
Me, a t b, and a’*, it is a simple matter to deduce the variation of 
pressure 
(4.4) 
heat transfer Jf- I 
9 I t me [ 1 
2 (a,- I) 
To= I + me 
and skin friction 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
The distribution of heat transfer and pressure calculated from the 
parameters, Me, 6, , a , and b, is shown in Figure 6. Here, both 
Prandtl-Meyer and linearized theory have been used to relate the distribution 
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of inviscid flow Mach number to the local inclination of the outer edge of the 
viscous shear layer. For the example shown here, there is little difference 
between calculations based on the two representations. Also shown for 
comparison in Figure 6 are the heat.transfer measurements by Holden 12 and 
pressure measurements by Needham 15 on Mach 10 airflows. 
The calculated pressure distribution is in very good agreement with 
the experimental values. It is interesting to note that for this calculation 
the pressure rise to separation is approximately one-half of the pressure 
rise to shock impingement, and the separation point occurs at the inflexion 
point of the pressure distribution in that region. These features have been 
observed experimentally in laminar shock-induced separated flows over a 
range of free stream conditions and, in some studies, have been used to 
define the separation point. 
The calculated heat transfer distribution is in good agreement with 
experimental values in the attached flow region, but the theory underestimates 
the decrease in heat transfer in the separated region. The theoretical 
analysis presented here indicates that the point of minimum heat transfer is 
coincident with the point of maximum displacement thickness. Although the 
measurements given here and those reported by Bogdonoff and Vas 16 sub- 
stantiate this feature, similar measurements in shock-induced flow by 
Miller, Hyman, and Childs 17 indicate that the point of minimum heat trans- 
fer occurs at the separation point. The latter work indicates that separation 
occurs almost at the end of the rise to the plateau pressure. 
The reattachment theory proposed by Chapman 18 assumes that re- 
attachment occurs at the end of the pressure rise in the reattachment region. 
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The calculations presented here indicate that the reattachment pressure 
ratio pr - Pplateau 
Pfinal - Pplateau 
is more nearly one-half as compared to Chapman’s 
value of unity. Lees and Reeves showed that Chapman’s assumption was 
equivalent to ignoring the shear gradient, d’/“y , across the dividing stream- 
line. The position of the point of maximum heat transfer in the reattachment 
region was found in all calculations to be coincident with the end of the re- 
attachment pressure rise. The experimental evidence presented here and in 
Refs. 12 and 17 also substantiate this result. The heat transfer rate at the 
reattachment point is only a fraction of the maximum value. 
Two further comparisons between the theory and measurements for 
wedge separated flows are shown in Figures 7 and 8. In these calculations, 
the effect of the interaction between the compression fan generated in the 
separation region and the reattachment compression process is not considered. 
Figure 7 shows the theoretical and experimental distributions of pressure and 
heat transfer in the unseparated flow over a flat-plate wedge model. To 
obtain this solution, the computer program was modified to incorporate an 
iteration logic described in Sections 3 and 4 capable of working with both 
attached and separated profiles at the point of maximum displacement thick- 
ness. The theoretical pressure and heat transfer distributions are in close 
agreement with both the form and magnitude of the experimental values. The 
cusp-like shape of the experimental heat transfer distribution in the region of 
maximum displacement thickness is displayed in the calculations. However, 
as noted earlier, the theory tends to underestimate the decrease in heat 
transfer rate in this region. The calculated pressure distribution also has 
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the uniform rise through the interaction characteristically found in shock- 
induced attached flows. 
A comparison between the theory and measurements in a well 
separated flow is shown in Figure 8. The calculated pressure and heat 
transfer distributions are again in close agreement with the experimental 
values despite the fact that the form of the distributions now differs 
markedly from the attached-flow profiles. The pressure distribution now 
exhibits a region of approximately constant pressure bounded by the large 
pressure gradients in the separation and reattachment regions while the 
distribution of heat transfer has the concave form in the plateau region 
typically found in well separated flows. 
4.2.2 The Development of Regions of Shock-Induced Separated Flows 
A series of calculations was made to study the variation of shape 
and size of the pressure, heat transfer, and skin friction distribution as 
the strength of the adverse pressure gradient causing the interaction was 
varied. The results of this study are shown in Figure 9 for shock gener- 
ator angles between 3.95 and 6.25 degrees. The interaction caused by the 
3. 95” generator angle was of insufficient strength to cause the flow to 
separate, as can be seen from the skin friction distribution shown in Figure 
9a. When the angle of the shock generator is increased, the flow separates, 
with the resulting region of reverse flow indicated by the negative skin 
friction coefficients on the surface of the flat plate. These calculations and 
those for adiabatic flows (Figure 4) indicate that in large separated regions 
the skin friction coefficient in the reverse flow region is approximately 
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constant at a small fraction of the attached flow value at the beginning of the 
interaction. The form and development of the skin friction distributions 
are in qualitative agreement with skin friction measurements made in shock- 
induced attached and separated flows by Hakkinen, Greber, Trilling, and 
Abarbanel13. 
As the strength of the incident shock is increased, the pressure, 
disturbance propagates forward from the point of shock impingement. The 
character of the pressure distribution changes from an approximately linear 
rise through the attached interaction region to a form characteristic of 
separated flows. This form is typified by strong pressure gradients in the 
separation and reattachment regions bounding the region of approximately 
constant pressure (the plateau pressure) at the foot of shock impingement. 
The theoretical development of the distribution of heat transfer in 
externally generated shock-induced flow is shown in Figure 9~. Shown for 
comparison in Figure IO are experimental heat transfer distributions in 
wedge - and shock-induced interactions given in Ref. 12. It is apparent 
from a comparison between the two figures that the qualitative development 
of the interaction region described by the theoretical model closely parallels 
the development observed in the experiments. The most striking feature of 
the analysis is that it predicts the change in character of the heat transfer 
profiles from a cusp-like distribution in the attached flow to a rounded con- 
cave form when the flow is well separated. These changes in the form of the 
pressure and heat transfer as the boundary layer goes from the attached to 
the separated condition have been used in experimental programs 12 as 
criteria to detect incipient separation. 
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4.2.3 Incinient Setiration 
Incipient separation occurs when the. strength of the interaction is 
just sufficient to cause the boundary layer to separate. Under this condi- 
tion there is one point only in. the interaction region at which the skin friction 
is zero. In a well-separated region, the skin friction is zero at both the 
separation and reattachment points; at the incipient condition these points 
are coincident. Because it is difficult to make accurate skin friction 
measurements in high-speed tunnels, other separation criteria have been 
proposed which are based on more easily measured quantities, such as 
pressure and heat transfer. 
An examination of measured pressure distribution in regions of 
shock-induced separated flows has indicated that a well-separated flow is 
characterized by a region of approximately constant pressure (the plateau 
pressure) in the region of shock impingement. As the severity of the 
adverse pressure gradient promoting separation decreases, so the size of 
the plateau region becomes smaller until,in an attached interaction region, 
the pressure rises in a uniform manner throughout the interaction. The 
incipient separation condition has been defined experimentally by locating 
the condition under which the plateau region is vanishingly small, i.e., 
reduced to an inflexion in the pressure distribution. Another separation 
criterion tentatively suggested on the grounds of experimental evidence was 
based on observing a change in the form of the distribution of heat transfer 
in the interaction region as the strength of the interaction was varied. 
Measurements have indicated that the incipient separation condition coincides 
with a change in heat transfer distribution from a cusp-like profile, typical 
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of the profiles in attached flows, to the rounded concave form observed in 
well-separated regions. Both of these criteria have been developed from 
experimental observation without any firm backing based on theoretical 
analysis. 
The pressure and heat transfer distribution calculated from the 
present theory, and shown in Figure 9, exhibit the characteristic trends 
which have been observed in the experimental studies. The plateau pressure 
region which typifies a well-separated flow, shrinks as the strength of the 
interaction decreases, to a mere inflexion in the pressure distribution for 
conditions close to incipient separation. The rounded form of the heat trans- 
fer profiles in the region of shock impingement is a well-separated flow 
change to a cusp-like form at incipient separation. Thus, this theoretical 
evidence substantiates, for the first time, the separation criteria based on 
observation from experiment. 
A computer program was formulated to calculate the strength of the 
free interaction required to cause the incipient separation of a laminar 
boundary layer in a flow at a given Mach number and Reynolds number. 
This program was used to calculate the angle of the shock generator required 
to cause incipient separation at the free-stream conditions 
(Re = 1. 35 x 105/in; M,= IO, SW=- 0. 8) in the experimental studies reported 
in Ref. 12. A generator angle of 3.95” was calculated to produce incipient 
separation; the distributions of pressure, skin friction and heat transfer for 
this condition are shown in Figure 9. The shock generator angle determined 
from experiments with wedge- and shock-induced interactions for these 
conditions was 4.2’. This good agreement between theory and experiment 
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tends to justify the use of the integral representation and the Cohen and 
Reshotko velocity and enthalpy profiles to describe the development of an 
attached boundary in an adverse pressure gradient. Further, this agree- 
ment implies that for the flows studied, the pressure gradient developed 
normal to the surface is not the dominant factor in the mechanism of 
boundary layer separation in a free interaction. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
An analysis has been formulated which describes the laminar viscous 
and inviscid flow fields in regions of highly cooled shock wave-boundary 
layer interaction. In this method the integral forms of the continuity, 
momentum, moment of momentum, and energy equations are used to 
describe the development of the viscous layer and its interaction with the 
outer inviscid stream. These equations are solved simultaneously by 
numerical integration to yield a continuous solution over the entire inter- 
action. The analysis has been compared with experimental measurements 
in regions of shock wave-boundary layer interaction in hypersonic air flows 
over adiabatic walls and with heat transfer. 
For the limiting case of shock-induced separated flows over an 
adiabatic wall, the energy equation is redundant since it is satisfied auto- 
matically throughout the interaction. The problem is thus simplified to a 
solution of the continuity, momentum, and moment of momentum equations. 
The present solutions for the Mach 6 adiabatic flow are in excellent agree- 
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ment with the Lees and Reeves analysis and also with the experimental 
pressure data. 
‘Ike theoretical analysis has been compared with experimental studies 
of highly cooled regions of shock wave-boundary layer interaction induced by 
shock impingement on a laminar boundary layer, and by the adverse pressure 
gradient developed at a flat-plate wedge junction. Theoretical heat transfer 
and pressure distributions were generally in good agreement with experi- 
mental measurements for both attached and separated interaction regions in 
a Mach 10 airflow. 
A series of calculations was made using the present method to study 
the variation in pressure, heat transfer and skin friction distributions as the 
strength of the adverse pressure gradient causing the interaction was varied. 
The change in form of the theoretical pressure distribution as the strength of 
the interaction increases is very similar to that observed in many experi- 
ments : a uniform pressure rise across the interaction characterizes the 
attached flow on a weak interaction region, while separated regions induced 
by strong interactions exhibit the characteristic constant pressure (plateau) 
region in the neighborhood of shock impingement. The predicted change in 
the form of the heat transfer and skin friction distributions from a cusp-like 
profile in an attached flow to a rounded concave form in a separated flow has 
been observed in experimental studies. 
The final application of the present theory has been to study conditions 
under which a flow will just separate, i. e., incipient separation. This has 
been the object of many experimental studies. Criteria for determining 
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incipient separation in previous experimental studies have been based on 
changes in the form of the skin friction, pressure, and heat transfer dis- 
tributions as the strength of the interaction was increased. These criteria, 
previously based only on experiment, are strongly supported by the calcula- 
tions described in the present paper. This calculation predicted that a shock 
generator angle of 3.95” would cause incipient separation. This value is in 
excellent agreement with the experimental value of 4. 2’. 
The generally good agreement with experiment of the predictions 
from the present theory is very encouraging. However, the full range of 
the validity of the analysis can only be assessed by further comparison with 
experiment. Accordingly, the study is being continued with this objective. 
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Table I 
SINGLE-PARAMETER PROFILES 
(A) ATTACHED REGION 
CO 
J 
HI 
.31913374 
n .21510754 
W .a52211802 
: 
R I. U660709 
G 2.8905523 
P -.222575 x lO-3 
[ I ] q [ 3.9288028 
[aJ/a"] = [ 1.58 
(6) SEPARATED REGION 
J 
I l=I 
.3 1939026 
H .21365617 
W .a5229997 
R I.4491873 
G 2.9501882 
P .93132257 x 10-a 
[ I ] = [ 7. 1302172 
[ 3JlaH-j = [I x (1.7923960) 
.2laOl256 
. 138364'45 
.56173701 
-.a6596556 
-I.'4646499 
.532a 1434 
-9.34539 I7 
0 1 
-.2l 136312 
-. 16137034 
-. 52481703 
2.18531 I9 
.93471792 
-.6'+628486 
-33.15L1135 
2 x (-9.6275686) 3 x (79.3Ul317) 4 x (-299.61763) 5 x (u55.07085)] 
C2 C3 C'l 
-.026821239 0 
-.0207aD975 0 
.030792687 0 
.45066193 -.077370552 -.9056la x ID -3 
.25974409 0 0 
-. 13683015 .01383061 I .a588847 x 10-3 
7.5616817 ] X 
HO 
X L I Hl 
-.240671 19 -1.a3ao1131 2.6 162763 
.052714814 -2.2856757 2.85358 17 
- I. 1702957 0 0 
-6.7996350 25.656363 D 
II. 6388347 21.3al3oi 0 
-. 89337553 0 0 
51.810646 1 X 
J 
Table II 
TWO - PARAMETER PROFILES 
(A) ATTACHED REGION ("a" constant) . 
K,(4 
a=0 
.05 
.I0 
.I5 
.20 
.25 
.30 
.35 
.110 
.95 
.50 
.55 
.6D 
.65 
.70 
.75 
.a0 
.a5 
.90 
.95 
1.00 
1.05 
I.10 
I.15 
1.20 
1.25 
1.30 
1.35 
I. 90 
l.U5 
1.50 
I.55 
1.60 
1.65 
C r.0 c rr I C r.3 C r.9 
t.l5l75U7lEtOI -.72172180E+0l t.lla26795Et02 -.63025606EtOl 
+.16696369E+Ol -.81322603E+Ol +.13969lG5EtO? -.80897173E+0l 
t.laoll203EtOI -.aaal5i7uE+oi +.15672985Et02 -.9~931138E+Ol 
+.lG716952E+Ol -.91200062E+0I t.l5962855E+O? -.96050917EtOl 
t.19Ua8165EtOI -.9U26lW+EtOl t.l6466635E+02 -.99203131E+0l 
+.19939989E+ol -.95329715EtOl t. ~65890aaEt02 -.10031999E+02 
+.2169a989E+Ol -.10659802E+02 t.l9335803E+02 -.12352766Et02 
+.22083069E+Ol -.10692295EtD2 +.la939722Et02 -.lla~3333Et02 
+.206Ua935E+Ol -.9095825aEtoi +.193167laE+02 -.750al33lE+Ol 
+.la0544a2Etoi -.659lOU2UE+OI +.70862576EtDl -.au328705Etoo 
+.15990la6E+Dl -.U5597938E+Ol +.12212479E+Ol +.454'l9936E+Ol 
t.l6203220E+Ol -.44696962E+Ol +.77783662E+OO +.~9914297EcOl 
+.19621929E+Ol -.703Ua662E+Ol +.7510~60aE+0l -.86050099E+OO 
+.23251430E+ol -.992'41737E+Ol +.1558459NE+oz -.a3897259E+ol 
+.24617'465EtOl -.10a30799E+02 +.17942552Et02 -.l050907lEt02 
+.25984065EtDl -.11760926E+02 +.20394647Et02 -.1272~9a3Et02 
+.26562766EtOl -.12016264EtD2 +.20952415E+02 -.13201778E+02 
+.2590733GE+Ol -.11264943E+02 +.la796'442E+02 -.11269U70E+02 
+.29993300E+Ol -.10287924E+02 t:16001762E+02 -.a7533766E+Ol 
+.24790360E+Ol -.99235419EtOl t.lU914212Et02 -.777U63laE+Ol 
+.2U997877EtDl -.990lla6aE+oI +.lu7959alE+02 -.759625a'JE+Ol 
+.2439705lE+Ol -.9233aai3E+ol +.lza99905E+02 -.5978957lE+Ol 
+.2U348323E+ol -.90152916E+0l +.12229957E+02 -.53838662E+Ol 
+.23759350E+Ol -.a3605456E+Ol +.10909359E+OZ -.37a206laE+ol 
+.234200llEtOI -.79167962E+Ol +.917393aoE+ol -.27174472EtOl 
+.2253255aE+ol -.7026905DE+Ol +.67348260E+Ol -.57869178E+OO 
+.21656435E+Ol -.6lU6837DE+Ol +.~32809aaE+oi +.153026UOE+Dl 
+.20599W9EtOl -.50a63213EtOl t.IW763'40EtOI +.~0511879E+0l 
+. i92826aiE+oi -.3877696lE+Ol -. ia7297aaEtol +.6994029'4E+Ol 
+.lG039956E+Ol -.27079733E+Ol -.50657637E+Ol +.9al07969E+Ol 
+.16958692EtOl -.16956'462E+Dl -.7G0096llE+OI +.122090YaE+02 
t.l5699677E+Ol -.52068695E+OO -.109199U9E+02 t.lU907522Et02 
t.146225WEtDl +.42663687E+OO -.1348U03E+02 t.l7176542E+02 
+.193930'45E+Ol -.36941719E+0l -.193~2606E+Ol +.66l'lG335Et0l 
r 1 
1 Z’K,/bl = r 1 x Cr.1 
rLo i Y 
2 x Cr.2 3 x Cr.31 X I -I b' 
X 
b" 
b' 
b2 
b3 
-b=r - Lb’ J 
Table II 
TWO-PARAMETER PROFILES (Cont.) 
(C) SEPARATED REGION ("a" constant) 
(D) SEPARATED REGION ("b" being constant) 
K,(b) d r.0 d r.1 d r.2 
b = .05 
. IO 
. I5 
.20 
.25 
.30 
I.8855079 1.0346549 -9.2150345 
1.35999 -.I167005 -5.1859716 
.905 -.69196132 -2.537u424 
.5799999 -.a8995103 -1.0323631 
.360 -.72195912 -. 53396865 
.25a -.57601205 -.25203886 
r 1 
L 
I- -I 
= [ 1 x d,.I 2 x d,,2 ] x / :Y 1 
K,(a) 
a=0 
.I 
.2 1 I .3 .'I .5 
K,/ b = 
b=r 
C r-0 C r.1 C r,2 
2.5503995 -ik3172ao 22.27lYl5 l 
2.5391993 -15.397563 25.328549 
2.9064996 -15.623209 26.849987 
2.0800995 -IQ. 93w95 25.835702 
1.3519996 -9.9116'4297 16.385709 
0.2610205 -3.11695036 7.6564012 
1 x Cr.1 2 x Cr.2 X b" 
bl 
LaK,/J a] 
a= r 
X 
a0 
X !I al a2 
L -I 
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Table II 
TWO - PARAMETER PROFILES (Cont.) 
(8) ATTACHED REGION (“b” being constant) 
r 
1 
1 
aK,/da] = [ I x d,.I 2 x d,,2 3~ d,.3 ’ [I X ;I a-r 
K,(b) 
b =. IO 
.II 
. I2 
.I3 
.IU 
.I5 
.I6 
. I7 
. ia 
. I9 
-20 
.2l 
.22 
.23 
.2u 
-25 
.26 
.27 
.20 
.29 
.30 
-31 
.32 
.33 
.3u 
.35 
.36 
.37 
.3a 
.39 
.uD 
.Ul 
.u2 
.‘I3 
.uu 
.u5 
.‘I6 
.u7 
.‘I6 
d r.0 
.95u3 laua ..a065786 . 1131387 -.2a799uzi 
.69935031 .79684878 . 10766716 -. 2539u235 
. GU677UBB .78579783 .0755965509 -. 22308809 
.79653097 .773597ll .ou7a lo253 -. 19uao263 
.74856360 .76Olal56 .023026597 -. 16897598 
.702.3 1681) .79578228 .001U509857 -. 111550171 
.659239U .73OUOaO6 -.017053265 -. izuza72i 
.61776993 .7lUl821 -.032712869 -. 10519953 
.5783586U .697lU613 -. OU5690399 -.068153aaa 
.5uo9Uaza .679UO217 -.056029009 -.07303501 
.50596176 .66109062 -.06UO53345 -.059727057 
.47190771 .6U2l I616 -.069656991 -.oUai37aa7 
.U’40 16622 .6227ua29 -.0736U729 -.03619322 
.U102065 .60298268 -.0755u9202 - .029652202 
.38 196936 .58293097 -.075770089 -.022542356 
.35540191 .56265996 -.07UU57266 -.016713999 
.33094973 .5422UUO5 -.071766UlU -.01206ua66 
.3070535 I .52179966 -.067908392 -.ooau709092 
.2853i 168 .50621736 -.07403151 -.oooza3253a 
.26529289 .U7772286 -.050923195 -. 0065847226 
.2u6 IOU67 .U5806257 -. 0478961195 -. 0039646262 
.2279800 . UUO63393 -.OUl721453 -.oouoaia722 
.21205355 .Ul78829 -.0315896U6 -.0051593696 
194611628 .4075315 -.03336U909 -.002596843U 
. la1611175 .36531394 - .020497446 -.0055090511 
. 16959966 .37099602 -.023972516 -.0013643461 
. 1560038 I .3UUO3285 +.001369a692 -.010019273 
. I47026 I .33465214 -.00906709U7 -.0023117469 
13553251 .32646906 -.013445932 +.0006252937 
. 12612225 .302a I 399 +.ooL!219237 -.0078’l26003 
. II983139 .2620 1795 +.02571833 -.OlUOUZU5 
. Il315lU2 .2679186u +.0303865 -.015100312 
. 10603855 .2603765U +.027673312 -.013U63867 
.099508596 .2533OU65 t. 024952697 -.Ol 1677692 
.093757623 ,250 I3257 t.01 1933636 -.0052306836 
.067635922 .255uu912 -.0136U9919 t.0070559056 
.06Ul3U592 .2Ul977U -.006lU60123 t.0056837109 
.oai65iu71 .223293DG f. 0059985 I66 +.005019oa37 
.077632328 .2265103 -.010035929 t.011568039 
d r. I dr.2 d r.3 
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Figure 2 WEDGE-INDUCED SEPARATED FLOW 
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Figure 3 A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE CALCULATED VALUES OF5,*, a AND Me FOR 
A SHOCK WAVE - BOUNDARY INTERACTION AT M = 6, Rex0 = 1.7 x IO5 
OVER AN ADIABATIC WALL 
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Figure 4 SHOCK WAVE - BOUNDARY LAYER INTERACTION (M = 6; Rex, = 1.7 x 106; 
S, q 0) COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PRESSURE, SKIN FRICTION AND 
DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS DISTRIBUTIONS 
REATTACHMEMT 
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Figure 5 DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROFILE PARAMETERS AND MACH NUMBER IN THE 
.lNTERACTION REGION OF A HIGHLY COOLED SEPARATED FLOW (S, = -0.6, 
Id,= IO; Rex = 1.35 x 105/lN - ANGLE OF SHOCK GENERATOR = 5.2"). 
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Figure 8 PRESSURE AND HEAT TRANSFER DISTRIBUTIONS IN A HIGHLY 
COOLED SHOCK-INDUCED SEPARATED FLOW (S, = -0.8, M,,= IO; 
Rex = 1.35 x 105/lN, WEDGE ANGLE = 12.5"). 
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Figure ga THE VARIATION OF THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IN THE INTERACTION REGION 
AS THE STRENGTH OF THE INTERACTION IS VARIED (S, = -0.8, Moo= IO; 
Rex = 1.35 x 105/IN) _- 
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Figure gb THE VARIATION OF THE HEAT TRANSFER DISTRIBUTION IN THE INTERACTION 
REGION AS THE STRENGTH OF THE INTERACTION IS VARIED (S, = -0.8, 
Ma= IO; Re, = 1.35 x 105/lN) 
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Figure 10 EXPERIMENTAL VARIATION OF HEAT TRANSFER DISTRIBUTION IN THE INTERACTION 
REGION AS THE STRENGTH OF THE INTERACTION IS VARIED (S, = -0.8,Mm= IO 
Rex = 1.35 x 105/lN). 
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